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The CRC Project is focused on providing a high-capacity transit option

through downtown Vancouver to Clark College. RTC has completed a

High-Capacity Transit System Study which recommends specific high-

capacity transit improvements, including light rail, bus rapid transit and

bus service improvements that will best serve Clark County residents in

the mid-term (by 2030) and long-term (beyond 2030). To view their Final

HCT System Study, visit RTC’s website at www.rtc.wa.gov. Though

these recommendations are designed to connect with CRC transit

improvements, they are not part of the CRC project.

The proposed C-TRAN bus route changes with the LPA are found in

Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.3) of the FEIS. It does include truncating Route

105 in downtown Vancouver (and not continuing it across the river) and

eliminating Route 105S. However, other express routes would remain.

Transit trip times would improve the most for those who are traveling into

Portland in the am peak and out of Portland in the pm peak.

Travel times vary by time of day, direction of travel and travel mode.

Travel times improve for transit in the LPA compared to the 2030 No-

Build Alternative. More specifically, the LPA:

Improves transit travel times region-wide,•

Improves transit travel times relative to automobile travel times, and•

Improves reliability of transit travel times.•

The in-vehicle and total transit travel times for all of the origin and

destination pairs that were studied would improve with the LPA,

compared to the 2030 No-Build Alternative, with savings ranging from 3

to 24 minutes in the southbound direction during the morning peak

period. For example, with the LPA a transit trip between Downtown

Vancouver and Hayden Island would save a total of 3 minutes, while a
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trip between Clark College and Pioneer Square would save 24 minutes.

During the afternoon/evening peak period in the northbound direction,

travel time savings would range from 5 to 28 minutes. For example, a

transit trip between Hayden Island and Vancouver would save an

estimated 5 minutes, while a trip between Pioneer Square and Clark

College would save 28 minutes (dropping from 72 minutes with the No

Build Alternative to 44 minutes with the LPA). Transit reliability between

major origins and destinations is higher due to the availability of light rail

that travels in an exclusive guideway.

For more information, please see FEIS Chapter 3 (Section 3.1).

Safety and security are top priorities for C-Tran and TriMet. CRC, C-

TRAN and TriMet are partnering with local jurisdictions, police and

neighborhoods to design, implement and operate a safe and secure

transit system. A Safety and Security Management Plan (SSMP) was

created, in part, to address public concerns about safety, and is a

requirement for funding from the Federal Transit Administration. Safety

will be designed into every phase of the project. Nationally, studies show

that crime rates at the stations directly correlated to the amount of crime

in the surrounding neighborhoods.

In the past year TriMet has aggressively enhanced safety and security

on its MAX and bus systems. Over the past year, the number of police

officers working in the Transit Police Division doubled to 58 officers who

spend up to 70 percent of their time patrolling the system.  Additionally,

TriMet added 15 new fare inspectors and granted authority for all 46

TriMet Road Supervisors to enforce fares.

Please see Chapter 3 (Section 3.1) of the FEIS for more information

regarding potential impact on crime and plans for ensuring the safety

and security of passengers using the light rail system.
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The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) completed Phase I

construction of the I-5 Delta Park widening project in fall 2010. Phase I of

the project involved widening I-5 and lengthening the entrance and exit

ramps at Victory Boulevard and Columbia Boulevard. Phase II involves

improving local streets and will begin when funding is secured. Phase I

of the Delta Park project widened the current 2-lane segment of

southbound I-5 to 3 lanes. There are currently no immediate plans to

widen I-5 south of Delta Park. Neither the CRC project nor the Delta

Park projects are intended to address the southbound traffic congestion

that currently exists near the I-5/I-405 split. However, traffic analyses

show the congestion at the split will not be worsened because of the

Columbia River Crossing project. The main reason is that fewer cars are

expected to cross the river with a project in 2030 than without a project.

This is due to the provision of improved transit service and tolling.

Beyond the CRC and Delta Park projects, the I-5 Transportation and

Trade Partnership Final Strategic Plan recommended a comprehensive

list of modal actions relating to: additional transit capacity and service;

additional rail capacity; land use and land use accord; transportation

demand/system management; environmental justice; additional elements

and strategies (such as new river crossings); and financing. RTC and

Metro are tasked with initiating recommendations as part of their regional

transportation planning role. Examples of current efforts include RTC’s

evaluation of future high-capacity transit in Clark County, and evaluation

of needs for future river crossings. Regional planners have investigated

solutions to existing bottlenecks at the I-5 connections with I-405 and I-

84. ODOT is responsible for conducting ongoing studies to identify other

congestion problems on I-5 in Oregon that may need to be addressed in

the future.
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Modeling has indicated that tolling I-5 without making the improvements
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that are part of the CRC project would not meet the project’s Purpose

and Need. This does not mean that some form of tolling prior to

constructing CRC couldn’t be implemented. The ultimate decision on any

tolling options will be made by both the Washington and Oregon

Transportation Commissions.
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The Purpose and Need is based on extensive analysis of the existing

and projected transportation problems in the I-5 CRC corridor, and

reflects extensive feedback from the public and stakeholder groups. This

includes analysis and input during the CRC study as well as the I-5

Transportation and Trade Partnership Study and Strategic Plan that

preceded CRC. The Purpose and Need focuses largely on metrics that

do not inherently require substantial, or exclusive, increases in highway

capacity. The purpose statement is intentionally worded so as to allow

consideration of a wide range of solutions including demand

management, transit, highway, tolling, and other options for addressing

the stated needs. Following the development of the Purpose and Need

statement, analysis of a wide range of alternatives, and input from the

public, agencies and stakeholders on those alternatives and analysis, it

became clear that that the Purpose and Need could not be met by any

single type of improvement.  It is best met by a multimodal alternative

that improves highway, transit, and bicycle and pedestrian facilities in the

I-5 corridor, and adds tolling to the highway river crossing.
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The SW Washington Regional Transportation Council conducted a

survey in fall 2007 on high capacity transit system development. The

results of that survey were made available to CRC transit planners and

engineers. In addition, C-Tran conducted an on-board survey in 2006

about rider preferences. These survey results were considered by CRC

staff.  CRC staff has targeted transit riders when notifying the public

about upcoming public meetings and the project in general. Prior to the
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publication of the Draft EIS, notices about the project were placed in print

and electronic newsletters published by the two transit agencies, fliers

were distributed at C-TRAN transit stations and advertisements were

placed on-board buses and all trains in the TriMet system. Since

publication of the Draft EIS, two working groups were formed specifically

to advise the project on transit-related issues: the Vancouver Working

Group and the Portland Working Group. Transit riders are represented

on the groups.
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